Mrs. Alderson Early Lessons in Water Conservation
(Conserve Water Educators Guide)
Subject Areas: Fine Arts, Language Arts,
History/Anthropology, Environmental
Sciences
Summary: Students study water artifacts
from the early 1900s and impart a message
about water observation through an
interactive play.
Objectives: Students will: Identify water
artifacts from the turn of the twentieth
century and relate their functions and
connection with water conservation
measures. Demonstrate water use practices from the early 1900s and their relationship
to lifestyle and water conservation measures through an interactive play.
Materials
◦artifacts such as:
Sears Roebuck Catalogue
wooden bucket
washboard
dowsing rods
water bag
(If unobtainable, students may use pictures from Water Artifacts Student Copy
Page.)
◦Water Artifact Photos Student Copy Page (cut and laminate pictures)
◦ Water Artifact Descriptions
◦Student Copy Page (cut and laminate descriptions)
◦costume items (optional)
old_fashioned dress
shawl
wire_rimmed spectacles
gray wig
bonnet
apron
◦ script cards (cut and laminated)
◦letter (written from script)

Background
One of society's concerns of truly fundamental importance is water. This has been the
case throughout human history. Early men and women carrying drinking water in skin
bags or hollowed out gourds had the same need to quench their thirst as a modern

backpacker with a plastic bottle. Pueblo Indians at the time of Columbus were
experimenting with irrigation systems in order to survive the vagaries of weather.
Homesteaders who settled the West struggled to grow crops, raise families, and build
communities in an often dry land. We sometimes forget that the past holds the key to
the present, and that reflection upon the past helps prepare us for the future. By
studying water through history, we can better understand and critique present trends,
beliefs, and practices.
We sometimes forget that the past holds the key to the present, and that reflection
upon the past helps prepare us for the future. By studying water through history, we
can better understand and critique present trends, beliefs, and practices.
Surprising wisdom and important lessons can be found in historical records. Our
ancestors used far less water per person than we do. Their technology, although basic
and even crude by our standards, was often elegant in its simplicity. The folklore and
old practices that deal with water seem quaint and comical to us, until we look closely
enough to discover the kernels of truth and understanding that hide within them.
Procedure
Read the following selection to your students:
The atmosphere surrounding the small group of people gathered around a battered
wagon on the open plains is strangely reverent. One woman has her hands clasped as
if in prayer. A heavyset man with an air of authority moves apart and, with a curt
signal, commands silence. He holds a forked green branch of willow in his beefy
hands.
Now he begins to walk, slowly, with the branch outstretched at waist level. The
family has recently claimed this homestead on the barren prairie. They stand by in
silence, watching attentively, knowing that land is only the first ingredient in their
dream of a successful farm. Without water, the land will be useless and
unproductive, their hopes doomed.
The stranger moving about erratically before them has their future in his hands. He
has found water on the land of several neighboring families, and he has glib theories
to discount his failures on other property.
The stout man stops suddenly. Even at a distance you can see the willow branch
quivering, the man's body tensing. The family unconsciously draws closer together
while they watch. The figure moves a step to one side, then two or three steps
forward.
Then the branch of willow arrows down toward the earth. The large man looks up,
finds the family with his gaze and points at his feet. There the well will be dug, and
nearby they will build their dwelling and begin the struggle to fulfill the dream that
brought them here.

Ask students what event is taking place in this story. Within what time period of
American history do they think the story is set? Are students familiar with water
dowsing? Tell them that dowsing is a tradition firmly lodged in our history. Some
individuals still practice it today, although there are advanced technological methods
for locating ground water.
Discuss with students the tools that dowsers used. Forked branches from water loving
willow trees supposedly jerked downward over underground sources of water. Brass
rods were also used, one in each hand. When the rods crossed over each other, water
presumably lay below.
Ask students if their grandparents have ever mentioned dowsing or dowsing rods.
Have students ever discovered other artifacts or antiques in the attics or barns of older
relatives or friends? Stories about these items and their uses often reveal a great deal
about the water saving practices of our ancestors. Through a play, students will have
the opportunity to learn about artifacts and their connection with the water saving
habits of the past.
The Activity
1. Organize students into cooperative learning groups. If you have access to the
artifacts referenced in the script, give one to each group. If you do not have the actual
item distribute the pictures of artifacts from the Water Artifact Photos Student Copy
Pages.
2. Ask students if they ever used any of these or observed others using them. Direct
students to speculate on how they think the artifacts were used by people in the early
1900s. Have students share, discuss, and record their ideas within their groups.
3. Distribute the descriptions of the artifacts from the Water Artifact Descriptions
Student Copy Pages and have students compare and contrast this information with
their own interpretations. Have each group report to the class on how they thought
the item was used and its actual function.

Part II
1. Tell students that they will be acting in a play that is set in early 1900s in the West.
2. Ask if any student would to play the character Mrs. Alderson, or have students
audition for the part. If no student in the class wishes to play the part, other options
include: the teacher, a student from the drama club, or a performer from the
community playing the role of Mrs. Alderson.
3. Cut out the script and glue index cards so that Mrs. Alderson can actually read from
the script. Laminate the cards, hole-punch them, and assemble with a ring so that the
character can flip the cards from scene to scene.

4. Distribute artifacts and cards so that other players can learn their parts.
5. Outfit Mrs. Alderson with all or any combination of the following items: bonnet,
shawl long old fashioned looking dress, wire-rimmed spectacles, apron, gray wig.
(Halloween is a good time to collect some of these items; second-hand stores may
also carry them)
6. Other students may contribute to the performance by painting background scenes or
assembling appropriate props.
7. As students watch the performance, ask them to record the water-saving habits of
early homesteaders.
Wrap Up
Ask students to review the list they compiled of water conservation habits that early
homesteaders practiced. Do students think any of these practices would work today?
Would students be wilting to observe any of these measures?
Do students believe that there are people in the world who still observe these same
practices? Is this because of availability or quality of water or level of technology?
How do a culture’s attitudes and lifestyle affect water conservation practices?
What other art forms could students develop to deliver a message about conservation
of water resources? Could they write historical or international vignettes or develop
plays that communicate peoples need for water of good quality and sufficient
quantity?
Assessment
Have students:
• speculate on the uses of early_1900s water artifacts (Part I, step 2).
• compare and contrast their ideas with the descriptions of the 1900s water artifacts
(Part I, step 3).
• record the water conservation practices of their ancestors while taking part in an
interactive play (Part II, step 7).
• relate how water availability, technology, and/or a culture's attitudes and lifestyle
correlate with water conservation practices (Wrap Up).
Extensions
Students may elect to adapt the script to reflect the settlement patterns and water
history of their own state or region. Mrs. Alderson or the adapted script could be
performed for other classes or the community. The character of Mrs. Alderson and/or
the performance could be part of a community Water Conservation Celebration.
Students may want to assemble a Water History Conservation Scrapbook. They could
collect old photographs, documents, stories, letters, and pictures that represent water
use in the past. The 1897 Sears, Roebuck Catalogue is an excellent resource.
Some students may elect to build a water history house. Using the layout of a late
nineteenth century house, students can study the 1897 Sears, Roebuck Catalogue to
select items to furnish the house. As they locate water related items, they should cut

them out and glue them in place. Students could even determine the amount of water
used by appliances from 1897 and compare them with present day averages. Class
members will be better able to understand, discuss, and appreciate the lifestyles of
their ancestors and to compare past and present day needs. Another option is to have
students select an artifact or photograph and write a short fictional story focusing on
a scene that the artifact/picture suggests. To lend historical accuracy to the stories,
encourage library research. (The selection from the Warm Up is an example.)
Students' stories could be collected into a small book of water history and
conservation fiction.
Resources
Alderson, T. Nannie, and Helena Huntington Smith. 1942. A Bride Goes West.
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press.
WATER ARTIFACTS PHOTOGRAPHY BY SHELL BECK

SCRIPT: Mrs. Alderson
Before the play, choose a narrator. The narrator will inform the assembled
group that they are not just members of the audience, but players. The players
with their props may be scattered through the audience. Mrs. Alderson will
perform on a stage or at the front or in the center of the classroom. Players
should stand when they speak their lines.
The narrator will introduce Mrs. Alderson, an old woman who homesteaded
with her husband in the early 1900s in Montana.
ENTER MRS. ALDERSON
MRS. ALDERSON: Well, I see you young'uns been rummaging around in my old
trunk. Folks don't see much in there they recognize anymore. [Old woman wanders
over to someone holding an artifact, and takes it in her hands.] But these old
things are as dear to me as people I've known and loved. Maybe that's because each
one has a story. I look at that Sears catalogue and I want to laugh till the tears run
down my cheeks, or I look at Mr. Aldersons water bag and tears want to. drip again
but not from happiness.
PLAYER HOLDING SEARS CATALOGUE: But, Mrs. Alderson, what's an old
Sears catalogue got to do with life on the frontier?
MRS. ALDERSON: I grew up in West Virginia and led a life of mahogany furniture
and fine silver. Mr. Alderson had run away from home as a boy and returned to West
Virginia as a young man when his father fell ill.
He had worked as a cowboy in Texas and was determined to go to Montana and run a
ranch. Much to my mother's dismay, I agreed to marry him and become his partner on
the ranch.
We traveled by train to Montana but the days of the journey were an agony for me.
PLAYER HOLDING SEARS CATALOGUE: Were you worried about wild
animals or living in an isolated cabin?
MRS. ALDERSON: Heavens no. You see I had been raised very modestly and I was
afraid to ask my new husband if he had properly outfitted our ranch for a lady – that
is, had he built me a proper outhouse? When we were only a few miles away from our
valley, I finally screwed up the courage to ask him. Why Mr. Alderson burst out
laughing and he said, "I knew all the time you were worrying about that. I just
wouldn't help you out." Fortunately, as the years passed, Mr. Alderson got smarter.
PLAYER HOLDING SEARS CATALOGUE: Well, had he built you a proper
outhouse?

Mrs. Alderson, continued…
MRS. ALDERSON: Oh/ it was lovely. It was just a one-seater with walls all the way
around, and it was open to the stars. Back then they just dug a pit and placed the
outhouse over it. When the smell was so bad you could see and nearly taste it, you
just dug a new pit and moved the outhouse. Didn't waste no water. But you didn't
want your outhouse too close to the garden or your water supply.
PLAYER HOLDING PIECE OF WOOD: Did this piece of wood come from your
outhouse?
MRS. ALDERSON: No, no, that came from our first little cabin. Deciding where to
build your house was awful important. I remember I was so upset when I saw where
Mr. Alderson had built our little cabin. Our cabin was on high ground above the river.
To me the river bottom with the beautiful willow trees looked so appealing. But a year
later I was thankful for Mr. Alderson's wisdom. Terrible black thunderheads were
building up over the mountains. One of our ranch cowboys said, "I shouldn't wonder
if we have a cloudburst tomorrow." No sooner were the words out of his mouth when
a wall of water came rushing down that river bottom, why it carried trees right along
with it and I shall never forget the stench of mud and decay.
I heard of one tenderfoot who built his house too near an undercut bank. First good
rain, the whole ‘dern thing slipped right into the river.
PLAYER WITH BUCKET: Mrs. Alderson, so what about this bucket?
MRS. ALDERSON: Child, as rough as things were on the ranch we always had
running water.
PLAYER WITH BUCKET: How could you have had running water such a long
time ago?
MRS. ALDERSON: You come on up here with me and I'll prove it to ya. Now you
take this bucket in hand and run down yonder, and when you get it full you run on
back here. Yep, that's what we call "running water - running with a bucketful of
water. We sure did spend a lot of time "running" water - particularly on washday
PLAYER WITH WASHBOARD: I imagine this came in handy on washday

Mrs. Alderson, continued
MRS. ALDERSON: It was the worst day of the week the dreaded washday. I never
met a woman on the prairie who had a good thing to say about it. Neighbor of mine
used to say after washday she felt worse than a stewed witch. In her own words she
wrote it down. Who'd do an old lady a favor and read this washing recipe for her?
[Remove from pocket and ask a member of the audience to
read.]
Bild fire in back yard to het kettle of rain water.
Set tubs so smoke won't blow in eyes if wind is peart.
Shave 1 hole cake lie sope in bilin water.
Sort things, make 3 piles. 1 pile white, 1 pile colors, 1 pile work briches and
rags. Stur flour in cold water to smooth then thin down with bilin water (for
starch). Rub dirty spots on board. Scrub hard. Then bile. Rub colors but don't
bile just rench and starch.
Take white things out of kettle with broom stick handel then rench, blew and
starch.
Pore rench water in flower bed.
Scrub porch with hot soppy water.
Turn tubs upside down.
Go put on a cleen dress, smooth hair with side combs, brew cup of tea, set and
rest and rock a spell and count blessings.
MRS. ALDERSON: Yes, we should always count our blessings especially when
we're imagining we have none. This morning I found this apron in an old trunk, and
when I reached my hand into the pocket, I found a letter from an old friend of mine.
She and her husband also homesteaded in Montana, and this is what she wrote a long
time ago. [Remove from pocket and ask a member of the audience to read.]
"The greatest hardship of all is the scarcity of water. At first we were filled with
dismay to find no water anywhere. Sometimes we had none even to drink until Alec
brought a barrel which he fills with water each day when in town and brings home on
top of his load of lumber. We have to wash a few pieces of laundry at a time in the
washbasin, because there is no water to fill the tub!"
Why I remember my friend telling how they licked the dew from the grass and
washed their hands and faces with it.
I remember when I got this letter. It was a good kick in the pants to me. Instead of
complaining, I should count my blessings that at least I had water so that I could do
the dreaded washday!

Mrs. Alderson, continued
MRS. ALDERSON: But talk about counting your blessings that was the Saturday
night bath. I still remember Mr. Alderson taking the tin bathtub down from the back
porch wall and putting it on the hooked rug right in front of the open oven door.
We'd be hauling and heating water we might have had "running water," but it was
mighty cold. I went first, then the young children, the older boys, and, being the
dirtiest, Mr. Alderson always went last. Course we never wasted a drop sometimes
black as coal it went into the slop buckets for the animals. Now I know you young'uns
will be wrinkling your noses, but we never changed the water in between bathers. We
just kept adding hot water to keep it steamy.
We didn't waste anything back then we didn't have it to waste. And water, my it was
precious. We spent many an hour hauling it.
MRS. ALDERSON: You know, with all the work, I seldom heard a plains woman
complain. Most of them held true to what an army wife once said to me: "I never said
I was hungry unless there was food to eat and I never said I was thirsty unless there
was water to drink."
PLAYER WITH DOWSING RODS; You know I figured out the use of most of the
things in the trunk except for these. What did you do with these - use them as
antennae for your TV. Along with your running water?
MRS. ALDERSON: Friend, those are dowsing rods. They belonged to my uncle. He
helped people all over the country find water, so they would know where to dig
their wells. Why he could hardly keep a hold on those rods once they found a wet
spot. Come on up here with those rods! [Demonstrate how dowsing was done.]
PLAYER WITH DOWSING RODS: That was just a lot of hocus pocus wasn't it?

Mrs. Alderson, continued
MRS. ALDERSON: Maybe, but there were lots of folks that believed in it and some
still do. Just like weather signs there's a lot of old timers that still swear by them today
I bet you know some of them from your own grandparents. Here I got a few of 'em
written down.
See if you can figure this one; If a dog eats grass, it is a sign it will __ , (rain)
An early heavy coat on farm animals means _, . (a long cold winter is ahead)
When cattle bunch, it's a sure sign of __ , (rain)
Students acting up in school indicate __, (a change in the weather)
PLAYER WITH WATER BAG: Mrs. Alderson, what did you use this for?
MRS. ALDERSON: That’s Mr. Alderson’s water bag. He used to hang it over the
horn of his saddle. That bag sweats like a person and when the cool air moves over it,
the water inside the bag is cooled.
Well young’uns I’ve got to move on. But I've enjoyed visiting with ya. You come
anytime! I love company Always lots of company on the ranch.
PLAYER WITH WATER BAG: But, Mrs. Alderson, what was it about the water
bag that made you sad?
MRS, ALDERSON: (thoughtful pause) Mr. Alderson's water bag? You know most
stories live in our brains' and that’s right close to our tongues, so we tell those stories.
But some stories live in our hearts, and those we keep deep down inside ourselves.
'
Well, children you come and visit anytime. But next time why don’t you make it
washday? I might even let you haul a bucket of water or two.
EXIT MRS. ALDERSON
THE END

Water Artifact Descriptions

Sears Roebuck and Company Catalogue

Water Bag

When outdoor privies or outhouses were the
norm, catalogue pages and fruit wrapping
paper were the most common toilet paper.
They represent a time when water treatment
and disposal technology were quite primitive
and prone to cause problems. In some towns
hundreds of well/outhouse combinations
created serious water contamination. In modern
times water treatment and waste water
treatment plants have mitigated most of these
difficulties.

All people have needed containers to carry
and store water. The traditional canvas
water bag not only held water but also
cooled it at the same time On hot days
water would condense or "sweat" on the
outside surface. Air moving over the bag
cooled the contents through evaporation,
the same way that a breeze against sweaty
skin feels chilly. People often draped their
bags over automobile headlights or wagon
seats to assure the cooling action of
moving air. A jug wrapped in burlap and
soaked with water performed the same
function.

Pages of the catalog are also full of historic
items of interest, providing a view of the
different lifestyles illustrated by the products
advertised at the time. Many products in the
catalogue pages reflect water use and showcase
human concerns of historic significance.

Washboard

Forked Willow Branch/Brass Rods

A standard wash day device and a great
improvement over beating clothes against
rocks. Most boards were constructed of
tin, brass or glass and held in wooden
frames. Some well-used boards will show
the worn-down faces produced by many
hours of tiresome rubbing. Washboards
made entirely out of wood are a rare and
exciting find. Wooden boards were made
when conserving metal was necessary for
wars or other national efforts. The wood
faces show wear more readily than other
materials.

These were the main props used by
"dowsers" in their attempts to unlock the
mysterious whereabouts of ground water.
Using their tools, dowsers claimed the
power to discern the location of accessible
ground water, and they often were called
upon to help families locate the all
important household well. Forked branches
from water loving willow trees supposedly
would jerk downward over underground
sources of water. Brass rods also were
used, one in each hand. When the rods
crossed over each other, water presumably
lay below.

Bucket

Stomper/Clothes Agitator

Before modem plumbing, families hauled
water to their homes in buckets or cream
containers and set the drinking supply in a
handy spot. Ladles were used to dip up
water and sometimes were referred to as
the "community cup," since any thirsty
member of the household might use it. In
cool parts of the country, dippers often
were scarred with chips and cracks from
users breaking a skim of ice on the water
bucket.

The hand-held, hand-operated stomper was
used to wash and rinse clothes in much the
same manner as the agitator mechanism in
automatic washing machines. The user
stood over a bucket or tub and worked the
stomper up and down. The appliance was
named for this stomping action.

Ice Tongs

Ice Card

Before electricity and modern refrigerators
were common place, most rural families
had a set of tongs with which to carry
blocks of ice harvested during winter
months from the icehouse to the icebox. In
towns, ice companies used tongs to ferry
blocks from their wagons into homes.

The standard ice card was placed in the
window of a home to notify the local ice
company that a delivery was needed. Some
cards indicated the number of pounds or
blocks of ice required.

